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Wasabi Edamame Hummus

Chips? Check. Dip? Check. Wasabi-flavored hummus with ginger and black sesame topping? Check as well.

Ten Super Snacks For Super Bowl XLVI
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Chips? Check. Dip? Check. Wasabi-flavored hummus with ginger and black sesame topping? Check as well.

If there’s one thing that recent Super Bowls have taught us, it’s that the event has become a platform for a kind of
snacking that goes well beyond the norm. True, the standard favorites still have their place at the game-day spread
– for example, Americans spend more than $170 million on potato chips alone in the two weeks leading up to the
big day, according to the Nielsen folks. But there are potato chips and there are sweet potato chips. And lentil
chips. And even kale chips. You get the point: In a nation obsessed with all things gourmet (and to a certain extent,
all things healthy and vegan and gluten-free), the traditional rules no longer apply.

With that in mind, Speakeasy went on a snack search, seeking out 10 of the more unusual (but still tasty) Super
Bowl-worthy treats. Most are available through gourmet retailers or even the occasional supermarket, but if you
can’t find them this year, there’s always Super Bowl 2013. In the meanwhile, happy feasting.

Kale…in chip form: Take everything you know about potato chips and set it aside. Then, open a bag of Rhythm
Superfoods’ kale chips.  These aren’t starchy like a potato chip. And they aren’t greasy like one, either. In fact, they
really do live up to the good-for-you hype: Kale is rich in anti-oxidants and the flavorings, which range from Bombay
curry to mango habanero, add only a modest amount of fat (the “chips” themselves are air-dried, not fried). But
what’s so wondrous here is that these have the crunch and zest of a good ol’ potato chip

A better bean dip: Is it just our impression, or has the bean dip become the castaway of the Super Bowl spread?
Perhaps that’s because so many versions of this standby have the texture of wallpaper paste and the flavor of that
not-so-flavorful hot sauce Wendy’s serves with its fast-food chili. But the Portland-based Better Bean Company
seems eager to give the bean dip a new lease on life – it produces chunky, nicely seasoned dips (in versions using
red beans or black beans) that demand a sturdy chip. And if you feel like going the full fiesta route on game day,
the dips make a first-class filling for a burrito, too.

Cheese gone crispy. It’s a cracker! It’s a slice of cheese! No, wait, it’s both! Kitchen Table Bakers offers a line of
Parmesan crisps – pure cheese, baked into cracker form – that are as clever as they are a

http://www.kitchentablebakers.com/
http://www.betterbeanco.com/
http://rhythmsuperfoods.com/


  

suitable for folks on a range of diets, since they’re wheat, sugar and gluten-free. We like snacking on the traditional
aged Parmesan variety, but flavor options range from flax seed to jalapeno.

Wontons…in chip form: Why wait around for the Chinese delivery guy to deliver some soggy egg rolls when you
can have your Asian favorites as a chip-and-dip deal? That seems to be the premise behind Want’ems Wonton
Chips, which are designed to be paired with any of three Want’ems Asian fusion dips (our pick: General Tso
Fusion Dip). If you can’t find these all-natural chips in stores, they’re also available through Abe’s Market, a first-
rate purveyor of natural goods.

Truffled popcorn: Last we checked, black winter truffles were running about $250 per ounce. Our feeling? Skip the
fancy fungus and just buy the popcorn – namely, Charlie’s Truffled Popcorn, courtesy of Susan Rice Truffle
Products. Granted, this ain’t Cracker Jack’s – the popcorn with a pedigree can run about $4 for a small bag. But
the earthy flavor of truffles is still present with every bite.

Upscale caramel corn: Speaking of Cracker Jack’s, here’s a more direct gourmet take on America’s favorite
ballpark treat – namely, 479 Degrees’ Fleur de Sel Caramel corn. The company takes its name from the optimal
temperature for popping corn, but what it pops is so much more distinct than regular caramel corn. Perhaps it’s
because the caramel is lightly applied. Or perhaps it’s because of the sprinkling of fleur de sel (French sea salt).
The end result is a beguiling sweet-meets-salty snack you may never forget – think of it as popcorn meets
Proust’s madeleine. (By the way, 479 offers plenty of other gourmet flavors, including Ginger Sesame Caramel
and Chipotle and Almonds Caramel.)

Sensational salami: If there’s one lesson we’d like to impart to the Speakeasy faithful this Super Bowl Sunday, it’s
this: Do not – repeat do not – reach for those bagged slices of commercial-grade pepperoni. All you’re tasting is
salt and preservatives. Instead, go for something truly Italian and artisan-made – like Columbus’ salume. The San
Francisco-based company produces dry-cured salumi (that’s plural for salami– and yes, salami is a type of
salumi) that have a rough texture and spicy kick – kinda what you’d expect to find at your neighborhood salumeria
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circa 1917 (which, in fact, is when Columbus started in this country). Oh, and if you’re too lazy to slice these cured
sausages yourself, the company has a line of pre-sliced and packaged salume as well.

A Buffalo wing alternative: Here’s another take on sausage, but one that plays off America’s obsession with the
Buffalo wing. Oh, and this one is low-fat – something that can’t normally be said of sausage or wings. We’re talking
Al Fresco Buffalo Style Chicken Sausage – part of a line of fully cooked chicken sausages, from Sundried Tomato
to Sweet Apple. This one really does have the hot (though not-too-hot) flavor of a sauced-up wing. Another bonus:
It’s a lot less messy to eat.

Hummus gone wild: What about that previously mentioned wasabi-flavored edamame hummus? It indeed exists,
courtesy of Eat Well Enjoy Life hummus, which prides itself on thinking outside the chickpea box (company motto:
“We know (different) beans about hummus”). And guess what? Hummus made from edamame, lentils and black
beans can be just as tasty as the chickpea variety. But if you insist on chickpeas, the company makes a version
using that as well – topped with apricots, of all things.

Chocolate chips: Who says chocolate is best in bar or cake form? The smart folks at the aptly named Food
Should Taste Good snack brand have created a tortilla chip flavored with Dutch cocoa and semi-sweet chocolate
powder. It’s vaguely reminiscent of the Mexican chocolate-based mole sauce, but in snack form. Could also make
a fine topping for ice cream. Either way, it’s our idea of a Super Bowl dessert.

Speakeasy is live blogging the Super Bowl ads and the halftime show now.
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